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Abstract

We examined recent multi-pole measurements for the
helical snakes and rotators in RHIC to generate a full field
map. Since multi-pole measurements yield real field values
for Bρ field components we developed a unique technique
to evaluate the full fields using a traditional finite element
analysis software [1]. From these measurements we em-
ployed SNIG [2] to generate orbit and Spin plots. From or-
bit values we generated a transfer matrix for the first snake.

1 FIELD ANALYSIS PROBLEM

Much work has been done on predicting the field struc-
ture of the newly installed helical snakes and rotators in
RHIC. Analytical[3] [4] [5] [7] and Numerical [6] work
has been conducted to generate an appropriate model for
these elements. But up to now actual field measurements
taken from the real magnets have not been analyzed. A
comparison of the actual field values with current analytical
models proved problematic in terms of fitting. In addition
to the problem of modeling the end effects and accounting
for the quadrupole fields, we found a general longitudinal
dependence for the multi-poles in the helical basis. Since
this longitudinal dependence could not be accounted for in
a neat analytical solution and required resorting to a series
solution expansion we decided that using an available fi-
nite element analysis program would be a more efficient
method to generate a solution.

However current finite element analysis programs are
designed to solve Laplace’s equation for cases with a scalar
potential boundary condition. Since we possessed multi-
pole data appropriate for the generation Bρ field compo-
nents along a 3.1 cm radius, we needed to develop a mag-
netic scalar potential along a cylindrical surface to use the
software to solve the interior field problem. Considering
that the Bρ component must satisfy Laplace’s equation sep-
arately:

∇2Bρ = 0 (1)

We can use TOSCA [1] to solve this version of Laplace’s
equation thus giving Bρ everywhere interior to our bound-
ary conditions (ρ0 = 3.1 cm ). Using this Bρ we can eval-
uate the real magnetic scalar potential ΦM using:

Φ(ρ0)M =
∫ ρ0

0

Bρdρ + Φ(0)M (2)

Finally using our derived values for ΦM we can again use
TOSCA [1] as it was intended, generating a useable full
field model contained in the OPERA-TOSCA [1] operating
environment.

Since we are equipped to solve for fields internal to our
known boundary conditions, we are restricted to consid-
ering transverse particle motion of ρ < 3.1 cm. Given a
beam pipe with an internal radius of 4.5 cm it would be
better if we could account for displacements up to at least
4.1 cm. To accomplish this we simply linearly extrapolated
the straight magnetic field formula for Bρ

Bρ = B0

∞∑
n=0

(
ρ

ρ0

)n

[an cos ((n + 1)θ)

+bn sin ((n + 1)θ)] (3)

by simply using existing multi-pole values and evaluating
Bρ at a 4.1cm radius.
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Figure 1: Difference in x and y trajectories for Fields eval-
uated with boundary conditions at 3.1 cm and 4.1 c.m.

From Fig 1 it seems clear that using a 4.1 cm radius for the
boundary conditions will give reasonable orbit results.
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Figure 2: Bx ,By and Bz fields evaluated along 100 GeV
particle path.

2 ORBITAL TRAJECTORY THROUGH
FIRST SNAKE

Using SNIG [2] we track 100 GeV proton through the
Field map of a single snake. Results were consistent with
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Figure 3: delta Bx ,delta By and delta Bz fields evaluated
along 100 GeV particle path comparing ρ = 3.1 cm to a
4.1 cm

previous predictions, however construction errors lead to
an exiting orbit step of -0.289 mm and -0.489 mm in the x
and y direction respectively. In addition the particle picked
up a bend of -0.46 mrad and -1.21 mrad in x ′ and y′.
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Figure 4: X and Y trajectories through full snake.

A quick evaluation of the orbit paths for particles entering
close to the axis and small transverse momentum yielded
the following transfer matrix:

M =


0.9964174 10.980413 0.0014789 0.0011432
−0.000656 0.9985205 0.0002366 0.0000774
0.0001979 0.0126185 0.9883464 10.924713
0.0002217 0.0038101 −0.002115 0.9880669




which yields a |M | = 1.002 from this matrix it is clear
that the snakes does induce some coupling. The contribu-
tion of this coupling to spin resonances has been evaluated
[9] showing a strength on the order of coupling caused by
the operation of the solenodial field in both PHENIX and
STAR detectors. Checking for simplecticity gives:

MT · S · M =


0 1.002 0.000017 −0.0021
−1.002 0 −0.0027 −0.029

−0.000017 0.0027 0 1
0.0021 0.029 −1 0




Clearly this is inadequate for tracking purposes and more
work must still be dones to improve the simplecticity of the
snake matrix. As well a more robust technique needs to be

employed to calculate the transfer maps up to second order
similar to [8].

3 SPIN TRAJECTORY

Considering the behavior of spin through the snake we
found our results matched fairly well with previous predic-
tions. With the outer two magnets set at 102 Amps and the
inner two at 329 amps the particle achieved a complete spin
flip.
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Figure 5: Sx Sy Sz Spin trajectories through full snake.
Starting off with Sy=1 polarization

Work needs still to done in evaluating the fields for the
rest of the snakes and rotators in RHIC and running orbital
and spin tracking under these fields.
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